The ¿-connective bounding group 6"(k) and the kconnective inertial group In(k) are defined as subgroups of 0", the group of smooth re-spheres, reä7. It is shown I"(k) is contained in 6"(k). Consequently, the image of the Milnor-Novikov pairing T",* is contained in 8n+k(k) when re^fc+2. It follows that T7,j=0.
Introduction.
Let 0n be the group of oriented diffeomorphism classes of manifolds homeomorphic to the usual «-sphere, 5". Assume m^7. Define 6n(k) to be the subgroup of 0n consisting of those 2" which are the boundaries of ¿-connected (w+l)-dimensional compact manifolds, 1 ¿k< [n/2]. Thus, 6n(k) is the kernel of the natural map ik'8n-^Çln(k) where fín(¿) is the »-dimensional group in ¿-connective cobordism theory [lO] and 4 sends 2"£0" to its cobordism class. Using surgery, we see ß*(l) is the usual oriented cobordism group so 0"=0" (1) . Similarly, ßn(2)«QTn (recall w^7); since .BSpin is, in fact, 3-connected, for »^8 ß"(2)«fi"(3) and 0"(2) =0"(3)=èSpin".
Similarly, 6n(k) = 0"(¿ + l) for rc^2¿+4 and k = 2,4, 5, 6 (mod 8). 0" is filtered
The last inclusion is demonstrated in [5J.
Let I"(k) be the group of those 2n£0n such that for some ¿-connected closed manifold M", M" # 2" is diffeomorphic to Mn. All diffeomorphisms are assumed to preserve orientation. In the notation of [ö], 2EI(M), the inertia group of M. Our main result is Theorem. In(k) is a subgroup of6n(k).
We postpone the proof to the next section. Wall [13] has proved this result when « = 2m, k = m -1 with a different construction.
In general, the groups of the theorem are not equal. This is discussed in §3-Let t".k:0"<g)7rt(SO(» -l))-*0n+* be the Milnor-Munkres-Novikov pairing [7, p. 583] , [4] . Munkres has shown [7, p. 577 De Sapio [4] has shown r",t is trivial for k^n -3. We shall, therefore, always take »^ £+4. [j] is a generator. Moreover, the same Mayer-Vietoris sequence shows Hi(V) =0, 2^i^k. Now, perform surgery on V by cutting out int (CX U) and attaching D2XSn~l along the new boundary to obtain Wn+l which is also bounded by 2". W is clearly simply connected and it is a simple matter to check, using X = VXl^J*D2XDn, the trace of the surgery, that W is, in fact, ¿-connected.
3. Remarks. We consider a few special cases and mention several known results concerning the groups I"(k) and 9n(k).
In a strict sense, the inclusion of the theorem is proper. 72n_1(w -1) is always trivial since an (» -l)-connected closed Mïn~l is a sphere 22n_1 and therefore has trivial inertia group. On the other hand, 62n~1(n-1) contains 02n_1(Ö7r) which is, in general, nontrivial and, for even n, quite large. 23 may be taken to be the generator of 09(óV)«Z2. From [2] , 23G/9(3). I do not know if 22G/9(3). 01O~Z2 +Z3 with generators 22 and 23. 22 is not a spin-boundary [8] while 23 is, so 0IO(3)«Z3. 0lo(4)=0lo(d7r)=O.
From the corollary, image 7"7,3 C01O(3), so 7-7,3 '■ Z28->Za is trivial.
The author has learned that A. Winkelnkemper has shown that any exotic sphere 2"£0n is in the inertia group of some closed Mn, but the author does not know whether Winkelnkemper's proof yields any information on the connectivity of M.
